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We are...
A manufacturing company that designs and builds

end finish and are customizable to meet your own

attractive movable spaces. All our Expandables

requirements. Perfect to use for a wide range

are multifunctional, affordable, relocatable and

of applications, from road shows and product

easy to set up. Once expanded, they nearly double

launches to mobile broadcasts, event promotions

in size. They come in a smart design with a high-

and many more.

Once installed and extended, the volume practically doubles in size!

Attractive

Expandable

Based on a smartly engineered mobile concept

You can extend the volume of your Expandable to

combined with a well thought-out design, our

almost twice its size in just 15 minutes by sliding

movable spaces are unique, attractive and inviting.

both longitudinal sides 1170 mm outwards. When

Much attention is paid to detail and looks.

extended, the floor area of our largest Expandable
comprises well up to 62 m2, making you feel like
you are in a real ‘building’.

Customizable

Affordable

Your basic Expandable comes with panels in

Our unique Expandables are constructed almost

a standard white colour framed in unfinished

entirely from serially manufactured components,

aluminium profiles. Fully customize the exterior of

keeping construction costs low. Thanks to our well

your trailer, container or hybrid to meet your brand

thought-out engineering, use of normal wear and

identity requirements. And use our 3D drawings to

tear parts is limited. Ensuring low maintenance and

finish and furnish the interior. You can choose from

a remarkably low total cost of ownership.

a wide range of options:
Air conditioning/heating system
Glass facades, aluminium windows
Rooftop deck
And many more…

Easy set up
Our goal is to develop user-friendly movable
spaces. You don’t have to be a technical expert to
be able to operate our Expandables. Thanks to the
hydraulic system and our handy wireless remote
control, the movables are easily set up and ready
for use within just 15 minutes.

Delivery time
We are designing and
manufacturing our
Expandables based
on a well thought-out
concept. The efficient
use of materials and
systems allows us to
considerably reduce
manufacturing time
without compromising on
individual customization.
Your customized movable
space will be ready for
use within 8 weeks.

Movable
All our trailers, containers and hybrids are designed

can swiftly move your own uniquely customized

around expandability and movability. They are

Expandable to another location.

easy to relocate by normal truck. Meaning that you

Our movable spaces are uniquely designed, smartly engineered,
easy to set up and affordable

Expandable
Trailer

Specifications
With a total length of 13.6 meters and a flat surface

desired location by either a normal or a low-deck

area of 62 m2, the Expandable Trailer type EO

truck. And thanks to our hydraulic remote control

makes you forget you are in a mobile space.

system we guarantee an easy setup, with just the

The EO comes with a hydraulically extendable

press of a button.

platform at the rear of the trailer, which is situated
only 88 cm above the ground. Ensuring an easy
accessible and inviting entrance. The trailer can
be optionally equipped with glass side panels,
possibly in combination with any doors. And offers
plenty of storage space underneath the chassis.
Our Expandable Trailer can be transported to any
Expandable Trailer EO

In

Expanded

Flat surface area

28 m2

62 m2

Internal volume

72 m3

156 m3

Step height (outside-inside)

-

0.88 m (EO 17.5) or 1.01 m (19.5)

Empty weight

10-12 ton

-

Loading capacity*

12-15 ton

-

* According to a specific loading schedule

More information or
interested in a demo of
the Expandable Trailer?
Just contact us.

Expandable
Container

Specifications
Compact during transportation, the Expandable

that is easily deployable at any given location, whether

Container EA765 comprises a flat surface area of

it be an exhibition or roadshow. For example, equip

32m2 once extended. The chassis is equipped with four

the container with a glass wall and sliding doors to

twistlocks, allowing the container to be transported

transform it into an attractive and representative

easily and safely by normal truck. Upon arrival, the

exhibition room. With a step height of only 33 cm.

EA765 lowers itself to the ground by means of four
wirelessly controlled hydraulic cylinders. The cylinders
are placed flat on the ground, out of sight once the
longitudinal sides have been extended. You can fully
customize the container, both inside and out, to meet
your requirements. Making the EA765 a container
Expandable Container EA765

In

Expanded

Flat surface area

15 m2

33 m2

Internal volume

35 m3

79 m3

Step height (outside-inside)

-

0.33 m

Empty weight

5-6 ton

-

Loading capacity*

2-3 ton

-

* According to a specific loading schedule

More information or
interested in a demo
of the Expandable
Container?
Just contact us.

Expandable
Hybrid

Specifications
The Expandable Hybrid EOH is especially designed

fully integrated in the interior design of the trailer.

for use in situations where a low step height is

The Hybrid EOH-M has a flat surface area of 62 m2

required. Once detached and installed, the chassis

and comes with a detachable and relocatable axle

is only 35 cm off the ground. Equipped with a glass

assembly. Which can be easily parked next to the

wall and sliding doors, you create a transparent

Expandable using a remote control.

and easily accessible space. The design of the
hybrid is based on the Expandable Trailer EO and
comes in two versions. The Hybrid EOH-R, with a
total length of 12.5 m, is especially equipped with
an internal space to store the axle assembly out of
sight after installation. The internal space can be
Expandable Hybrid EOH

R In

R Expanded

M In

M Expanded

Flat surface area

23 m2

53 m2

28 m2

62 m2

Internal volume

63 m3

140 m3

72 m3

156 m3

Step height (outside-inside)

-

0.35 m

-

0.35 m

Empty weight

8-10 ton

-

12-15 ton

-

Loading capacity*

3-4 ton

-

10-13 ton

-

* According to a specific loading schedule

More information or
interested in a demo of
the Expandable Hybrid?
Just contact us.

Contact us now
Interested to find out more about
our fast, unique, simple and safe
movable spaces? Or would you like a
demonstration of our Expandables?
We gladly invite you for a tour through
our facility.
Contact us now. Within a couple of
months, you will be on the road with
your own customized Expandable!
+31 88 00 69 110
info@expandable.nl
www.expandable.nl

expandable.nl

